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COVID-19
(Coronavirus)
Impact Update

IBISWorld's analysts constantly monitor the industry impacts of current events in real-time – here is an update of
how this industry is likely to be impacted as a result of the global COVID-19 pandemic:

· Revenue for the Hardware Stores industry in Canada will likely be affected by the COVID-19 (coronavirus)
pandemic as industry establishments have had to close or alter services across many provinces. For more detail,
please see the Executive Summary chapter.

· Demand for industry products is expected to decrease as economic conditions worsen and people choose to
spend their money on essential purchases. For more detail, please see the Current Performance chapter.

· The Government of Canada released a COVID-19 Economic Response Plan to support Canadians and
businesses enduring economic hardships due to the pandemic. Industry operators may be qualified to apply for
assistance. For more detail, please see the Industry Assistance chapter.

Note: The content in this report is currently being updated to reflect the trends outlined above.
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About IBISWorld
IBISWorld specializes in industry research with coverage on thousands of global industries. Our comprehensive data and in-depth analysis help
businesses of all types gain quick and actionable insights on industries around the world. Busy professionals can spend less time researching
and preparing for meetings, and more time focused on making strategic business decisions that benefit you, your company and your clients. We
offer research on industries in the US, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Germany, the UK, Ireland, China and Mexico, as well as industries that
are truly global in nature.
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About This Industry
Industry Definition The Hardware Stores industry in Canada primarily retails a broad range of new home renovation equipment and

supplies. Hardware, plumbing, electrical and paint-related tools are the most commonly stocked goods. Consumers
purchase a large majority of the goods supplied by this industry for private use, while contractors purchase a small
share of goods for commercial use.

Major Players Home Hardware Stores Limited

Main Activities The primary activities of this industry are:

Retailing hardware

Retailing tools and equipment

Retailing plumbing fixtures and fittings

Retailing electrical supplies

Retailing paint and supplies

Retailing garden products and equipment

The major products and services in this industry are:

Hardware

Lawn, garden and farm supplies

Paint and sundries

Lumber and other building materials

Other
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Supply Chain

SIMILAR INDUSTRIES

Home Improvement Stores in
Canada

Lumber & Building Material Stores
in Canada

Lawn & Outdoor Equipment
Stores in Canada

Used Goods Stores in Canada

       

       

RELATED INTERNATIONAL INDUSTRIES

Paint Stores in the US Hardware Stores in the US Online Hardware & Tool Sales Hardware and Building Supplies
Retailing in Australia

Hardware & Home Improvement
Stores in the UK

Hardware and Building Supplies
Retailing in New Zealand

Hardware & Home Improvement
Stores in Ireland
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Industry at a Glance
Key Statistics

$3.1bn
Revenue

Annual Growth

2016–2021

1.0%

Annual Growth

2021–2026

1.0%

Annual Growth

2016–2026

 

$199.1m
Profit

Annual Growth

2016–2021

1.0%

  Annual Growth

2016–2021

 

6.4%
Profit Margin

 

 

1,754
Businesses

Annual Growth

2016–2021

-2.9%

Annual Growth

2021–2026

-1.0%

Annual Growth

2016–2026

 

11,297
Employment

Annual Growth

2016–2021

-1.8%

Annual Growth

2021–2026

0.3%

Annual Growth

2016–2026

 

$449.9m
Wages

Annual Growth

2016–2021

-0.9%

Annual Growth

2021–2026

0.5%

Annual Growth

2016–2026

Key External Drivers % = 2016–21 Annual Growth

2.0%
Consumer confidence index

2.3%
Per capita disposable income

-0.3pp
Overnight rate

2.3%
Residential renovation
expenditure

2.4pp
Homeownership rate

 
Industry Structure

POSITIVE IMPACT

  Capital Intensity
Low   Regulation & Policy

Light / Steady

  Technology Change
Low   Industry Globalization

Low / Steady

MIXED IMPACT

  Life Cycle
Mature   Revenue Volatility

Medium

  Concentration
Medium

NEGATIVE IMPACT

  Industry Assistance
Low / Steady   Barriers to Entry

Low / Increasing

  Competition
High / Steady

 

Key Trends

 Many operators have sought the consumer market to
generate sales

 Increased external competition has heavily pressured
industry performance

 Hardware stores have shifted their business models to
contend with heightened external competition

 Operators will likely continue to feel intense pressure from
large external operators

 Many retailers will likely continue diversifying their
merchandise to appeal to niche markets

 Cooperative affiliated establishments will likely increase their
share of industry establishments

 Industry operators have expanded their offerings to include
complementary products
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Products & Services Segmentation

 
Major Players SWOT

STRENGTHS

  Low Imports

  High Profit vs. Sector Average

  Low Capital Requirements

   

WEAKNESSES

  Low & Increasing Barriers to Entry

  Low & Steady Level of Assistance

  High Competition

  High Customer Class Concentration

  High Product/Service Concentration

  Low Revenue per Employee

   

OPPORTUNITIES

  High Performance Drivers

  Overnight rate

   

THREATS

  Low Revenue Growth (2005-2021)

  Low Revenue Growth (2016-2021)

  Low Outlier Growth

  Low Revenue Growth (2021-2026)

  Per capita disposable income
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Executive Summary Hammer home: Industry performance is anticipated to improve as
downstream markets stabilize

The Hardware Stores industry in Canada retails a variety of building and home renovation supplies to professional
contractors and consumers. The industry is characterized by its homogeneous products, which lead to a high level
of price-based competition among the many small players in the industry. The industry has floundered over much of
the five years to 2021 due to a mediocre housing market and rising interest rates, a trend that was exacerbated by
the closure of many retail outlets for several months in 2020 due to the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic.
However, the housing market exploded in 2020 and 2021, a trend from which the industry will likely benefit, resulting
in industry revenue growing 19.3% in 2021 alone. Overall, industry revenue is expected to increase an annualized
1.0% to $3.1 billion over the five years to 2021.

Most industry demand is derived from consumers working on do-it-yourself (DIY) projects, with remaining demand
coming from do-it-for-me (DIFM) projects and professional contractors. Industry operators have expanded their
offerings over the five years to 2021 to include complementary products, such as lawn, garden and farm supplies, to
attract more DIY consumers. While these products have offered a cushion for industry revenue and profit, a
struggling housing market resulted in industry-wide declines during most of the period, a trend aided by the value of
nonresidential construction falling and external competition increasing over the past five years; these influences
have resulted in falling industry profit. Industry revenue growth has slowed due to consumers moving away from
hardware stores toward larger, big-box retailers and home improvement stores. Although many businesses
operating through cooperatives have fended off rising competition, many small, independent operators were unable
to compete.

Industry revenue is expected to continue growing over the five years to 2026. Although difficult economic conditions
are expected to impair industry operators early during the period, industry performance is anticipated to improve as
markets stabilize. The aging of the baby boomer generation is expected to increase demand for complementary
services as the group increasingly switches from favoring DIY projects to preferring the DIFM projects. As the
residential renovation expenditure increases an annualized 3.0% over the five years to 2026, mainly driven by the
DIY and DIFM markets, it will also likely drive industry growth moving forward. Overall, industry revenue is expected
to rise an annualized 1.0% to $3.3 billion over the five years to 2026.
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Industry Performance

Key External
Drivers

Per capita disposable income

Hardware store sales heavily rely on per capita disposable income, which is a major determinant of home
improvement activity and homeownership rates. Individuals with higher incomes are more likely to buy houses or
undertake home improvement projects. Per capita disposable income is expected to increase in 2021.

 

Residential renovation expenditure

The Hardware Stores industry in Canada is sensitive to residential renovation expenditure. Increased demand for
do-it-yourself projects has enabled many consumers to personally complete home alterations and additions,
boosting industry demand. Residential renovation expenditure is expected to increase in 2021.

 

Homeownership rate

The homeownership rate represents the percentage of available homes that are occupied; this rate usually depends
on the state of the economy. More occupants often results in more consumers needing to invest in repairs and
improvements. The homeownership rate is expected to increase in 2021, representing a potential opportunity for the
industry.

 

Consumer confidence index

The level of consumer confidence affects the number and frequency of purchases. Therefore, low consumer
confidence can cause consumers to delay purchases or buy more affordable alternative products. In contrast,
purchases increase when consumer sentiment rises because there is less uncertainty regarding the economy. The
Consumer Confidence Index is expected to increase in 2021.

 

Overnight rate

Interest rates are an important determinant of industry demand because lower rates better enable individuals to buy
property or pay for home improvement projects. Most property purchases and home improvement activities are
financed by mortgages, so costs fluctuate with interest expenses. The overnight rate is expected to decline in 2021,
but its volatility poses a potential threat to the industry.
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Current
Performance

The Hardware Stores industry in Canada has experienced flagging
revenue growth over much of the five years to 2021.

The economic downturn in 2020 attributed to the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic is expected to exacerbate this
trend, as retail operations were closed for several months in 2020 as consumer confidence fell. Industry operators
retail a variety of building and repair supplies to consumers, professional contractors and institutions. The industry
has also endured a heightened level of revenue volatility due to fluctuations in the housing market and per capita
disposable income, resulting in a tough operating environment. Although the shift toward cooperative style
businesses has helped industry profit grow prior to the pandemic, rising competition has driven many operators out
of the industry. However, an explosive housing market amid low interest rates due to the coronavirus pandemic has
resulted in industry revenue growing 19.3% in 2021 alone, causing overall growth during the period. Industry
revenue is expected to climb an annualized 1.0% to $3.1 billion over the five years to 2021.

Revenue declines in 2020 have been primarily accredited to social distancing and its effects such as closing
nonessential businesses and altering business practices to fulfill safety requirements. Closing orders and
assignment of essential industries vary by province. Furthermore, unemployment dramatically increased in 2020 as
many businesses lay off or furlough employees. Accordingly, many consumers will likely put off making discretionary
purchases during the pandemic, therefore limiting demand for industry products.

DOWNSTREAM MARKETS

Industry revenue is heavily influenced by dynamics within housing and
construction markets.

Professional contractors working on both residential and nonresidential building projects demand a wide variety of
hardware merchandise. For example, following a period of industry decline, fears of a housing bubble spurred
housing starts to decline 12.5% in 2013. As a result, industry revenue declined 10.7% that year. Although residential
markets slowly recovered, the declining value of nonresidential construction continued to deplete professional
contractors' demand for industry goods. As a result, professional customers became a smaller market for hardware
store operators. However, despite the coronavirus pandemic, housing starts rose 4.4% in 2020 due to increased
demand for new housing, somewhat softening revenue declines that same year. This increase also diminished
declining demand from the downstream professional market.

With weakening demand from professional contractors, many operators have sought the consumer market to
generate sales. With more homeowners, more consumers are thus demanding hardware products for repairs and
renovations. Homeowners purchase industry goods for small tasks, such as furniture repair and medium-scale do-it-
yourself (DIY) projects such as refinishing a patio or deck. As more consumers have opted to invest in their existing
structures rather than purchase new homes, residential renovation expenditure has increased, rising an annualized
2.3% over the five years to 2021. As the consumer market expanded and the professional market struggled, DIY
consumers became a much larger market for industry operators.
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INTENSE EXTERNAL COMPETITION

In recent years, home improvement stores have lured customers away
from hardware stores by offering lower prices and the convenience of
one-stop shopping.

These national-level operators also benefit from economies of scale and can exert higher buying power by
purchasing merchandise in bulk. Cost savings achieved during this process have been passed down to consumers
in the form of lower prices. As a result, these deals have enticed consumers that have become increasingly price
sensitive following patchy economic conditions. The rise in external competition over the past five years has heavily
pressured industry performance.

Online competition has also threatened operators in this industry, with online retailer growth overwhelmingly
outpacing growth from traditional brick-and-mortar stores. E-commerce channels enable customers to compare
prices and products with virtual ease. Online-only retailers that do not have to pay for store space or pay for as
many employees have also exerted pricing pressure on the industry.

EMBARKING ON ALTERNATIVES

External competition has made attracting and retaining customers
increasingly difficult over the past five years.

As a response, many industry operators have begun to introduce new product lines and embark on new business
strategies. Early during the current period, hardware retailers shifted their focus to the garden and outdoor
segments. They also launched several campaigns to boost DIY participation to capture a larger percentage of
residential renovation expenditure. Hardware stores have also shifted their business models to contend with
heightened external competition. Some companies improved service levels to maintain customers, while others
created niche markets and embarked on strategic alliances. For instance, Home Hardware Stores Limited entered
into a partnership with FedEx Corporation in March 2014, giving individual dealer-owners the option to host full-
service FedEx Authorized ShipCentres within their stores.

While some operators have been able to adapt to heightened external competition, many others have not been able
to weather these changes and have been forced to leave the industry, despite attempts to recover lost demand. In
turn, the number of industry enterprises is expected to decline an annualized 2.9% to 1,754 businesses over the five
years to 2021. Consequently, industry employment is expected to shrink an annualized 1.8% to 11,297 people
during the same period.

Hardware stores that are part of a cooperative or chain have become a larger share of industry establishments over
the five years to 2021. Cooperatives are wholesalers that use their purchasing power to buy merchandise in bulk to
pass on the savings to their members. A cooperative is controlled and owned by its members and generates
revenue through its wholesaling business. Many of these operators also offer administrative assistance, loans,
marketing and advertising for their member stores. As a result, these hardware stores have been better able to
maintain their profit, despite price competition. However, the pandemic has cut into the average industry profit
margin, defined as earnings before interest and taxes, which has stagnated at 6.4% of revenue in 2021.
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Historical Performance Data

Year
Revenue

($m)
IVA

($m)
Establishments

(Units)
Enterprises

(Units)
Employment

(Units)
Exports

($m)
Imports

($m)
Wages

($m)

Domestic
Demand

($m)

Residential
renovation

expenditure
($m)

2012 3,089 732 2,489 2,274 13,645 N/A N/A 506 N/A 45.9
2013 2,760 655 2,364 2,209 12,321 N/A N/A 441 N/A 46.7
2014 2,773 645 2,320 2,147 12,562 N/A N/A 440 N/A 48.4
2015 2,920 682 2,317 2,094 11,717 N/A N/A 448 N/A 49.1
2016 2,960 699 2,224 2,037 12,340 N/A N/A 470 N/A 50.6
2017 2,930 705 2,125 1,983 12,529 N/A N/A 460 N/A 52.3
2018 2,805 672 2,043 1,922 10,755 N/A N/A 424 N/A 53.2
2019 2,795 648 1,990 1,850 10,712 N/A N/A 422 N/A 52.9
2020 2,607 553 1,955 1,791 10,174 N/A N/A 399 N/A 49.7
2021 3,110 693 1,950 1,754 11,297 N/A N/A 450 N/A 56.8
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Industry Outlook
Outlook The Hardware Stores industry in Canada is expected to continue its trend

of slow growth over the five years to 2026.

Demand for hardware products will likely slow due to a complex housing market. While residential renovation
expenditure is forecast to climb more quickly moving forward compared with over the five years to 2021, housing
starts are expected to decline sharply as the economy recovers from the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic and
interest rates rise, cooling new housing activity. However, improvements in the nonresidential market are also
expected to drive demand for the industry's products, enabling revenue to increase. Industry revenue will likely rise
an annualized 1.0% to $3.3 billion over the five years to 2026.

STRONG EXTERNAL COMPETITION

Hardware store operators will likely continue to feel intense pressure from
large operators within the Home Improvement Stores industry in Canada
(IBISWorld report 44411CA) and online retailers.

Operators such as the Home Depot Inc. (Home Depot) and Rona Inc. (Rona) will continue to carry hardware at
lower prices, encouraging consumers to make more purchases at their stores. Furthermore, these larger stores have
recently emphasized providing goods and services for smaller projects. The Home Depot and Rona have added
more staff to do-it-yourself (DIY) departments, such as paint and hardware. The stores are also offering more DIY
workshops to attract customers and teach them new skills. By catering to small projects, home improvement stores
will likely lure away more hardware store customers, diminishing growth opportunities for the industry.

Mass merchandisers are also expected to become an increasing source of external competition over the next five
years. While these stores do not have an extensive inventory, they still offer tools and supplies that the industry
sells, such as plumbing fixtures, generators, lawn supplies and electrical supplies. These products are priced
competitively, so consumers will likely purchase more hardware from these department stores over the next five
years as they take advantage of one-stop shopping. Online shopping will also grow as a threat to the industry during
the outlook period, as online retailers enable consumers to compare prices and research products from the comfort
of their own homes. Demand from the E-commerce and Online Auctions industry in Canada (45411aCA) is
expected to rise moving forward as online shopping becomes more affordable and accessible to customers. As
consumers steadily shift away from brick-and-mortar stores and toward virtual retail platforms, industry growth will
likely be inhibited. With the mounting competition pushing out smaller industry operators, the number of industry
enterprises is expected to shrink, decreasing an annualized 1.0% to 1,668 companies over the five years to 2026.

INDUSTRY STRUCTURE SHIFTS

To compete with external competitors, many industry retailers will likely
continue diversifying their merchandise offering to appeal to niche
markets.

While IBISWorld expects smaller independent industry operators to be pushed out, general hardware cooperatives
are expected to grow over the next five years. For example, Ace Canada, which currently operates an estimated 130
independent locations in Canada, plans to expand to more than 200 stores over the coming years.
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Many operators will also likely compete by expanding their workforce, giving way to an enhanced customer service
offering. As a result, industry employment is expected to increase an annualized 0.3% to 11,478 workers over the
five years to 2026. Competitive pricing and loyalty programs will also likely remain a popular way for operators to
lure customers into their stores. While price competition becomes even more prominent, the exit of many
nonprofitable operators is expected to boost profit. Consequently, industry profit, defined as earnings before interest
and taxes, is projected to increase, accounting for 6.5% of revenue in 2026.

Similar to the current period, cooperative affiliated establishments are expected to increase their share of industry
establishments over the next five years. While the largest industry operator, Home Hardware Stores Limited, is
anticipated to control most of the market, other smaller-scale cooperatives, such as Ace Canada, will likely continue
to expand their operations. Over the next five years, cooperatives will continue to encourage store renovation and
provide loans and other business assistance services to assist member establishments. Cooperative member stores
have already experienced an increase in sales. As a result, other member stores will likely remodel and embark on
similar alliances.

Performance Outlook Data

Year
Revenue

($m)
IVA

($m)
Establishments

(Units)
Enterprises

(Units)
Employment

(Units)
Exports

($m)
Imports

($m)
Wages

($m)

Domestic
Demand

($m)

Residential
renovation

expenditure
 ($m)

2021 3,110 693 1,950 1,754 11,297 N/A N/A 450 N/A 56.8
2022 3,105 690 1,920 1,724 11,222 N/A N/A 447 N/A 60.5
2023 3,117 692 1,893 1,697 11,209 N/A N/A 447 N/A 61.7
2024 3,172 702 1,880 1,683 11,289 N/A N/A 451 N/A 63.1
2025 3,222 712 1,873 1,673 11,360 N/A N/A 455 N/A 64.5
2026 3,271 722 1,870 1,668 11,478 N/A N/A 460 N/A 65.9
2027 3,316 731 1,871 1,666 11,600 N/A N/A 466 N/A 67.3
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Industry Life Cycle The life cycle stage of this industry is    Mature

LIFE CYCLE REASONS

The industry has an established buyer’s market

The industry experiences little innovation

Industry products have become fully accepted by Canadian consumers

The Hardware Stores industry in Canada is in the mature stage of its life cycle. Industry value added (IVA), which
measures an industry's contribution to the overall economy, is expected to increase an annualized 0.3% over the 10
years to 2026, increasing at a slower rate than Canadian GDP, which is expected to grow an annualized 1.9%
during the same period. IVA growth that is slower than GDP growth often reflects that an industry is declining.
However, other industry characteristics demonstrate that the industry is neither growing disproportionately nor
significantly declining, therefore indicating the industry's maturity.

Hardware products sold by this industry have become fully accepted by Canadian consumers. As people purchase
houses or embark on a renovation product, they tend to purchase hardware tools and equipment. Numerous other
industries, including the Home Improvement Stores industry in Canada (IBISWorld report 44411CA) and the Lumber
and Building Material Stores industry in Canada (44419CA), sell similar or identical hardware merchandise and have
outperformed hardware stores over the past decade. As these competing industries absorb demand for hardware
products, industry operators are expected to exit the industry moving forward. As a result, the number of industry
enterprises is expected to decrease an annualized 1.0% to 1,668 companies over the five years to 2026.

Industry products are becoming commoditized and are offered in various competing industry segments such as
home improvement stores. Furthermore, technological advances in the industry have focused on introducing and
implementing point-of-sale systems, while no technology has been introduced that has shifted the production frontier
or dramatically cut costs in the industry over the five years to 2021. For these reasons, the industry is generally
considered mature.
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Products & Markets
Supply Chain Key Buying Industries

1st Tier

Apartment & Condominium Construction in Canada

Roofing Contractors in Canada

Heating & Air-Conditioning Contractors in Canada

Consumers in Canada

Flooring Installers in Canada

Remodelling in Canada

Landscaping Services in Canada

Electricians in Canada

2nd Tier

Consumers in Canada

Key Selling Industries
1st Tier

Tool & Hardware Wholesaling in Canada

Electrical Equipment Wholesaling in Canada

General-Line Building Supplies Wholesaling in Canada

Farm, Lawn & Garden Equipment Wholesaling in Canada

2nd Tier

Hardware Manufacturing in Canada

Manufacturing In Canada

Utilities In Canada

Products & Services

  Residential renovation expenditure has expanded an annualized 2.3%
over the five years to 2021, though most of this stems from sharp growth
in 2021 due to low interest rates caused by the COVID-19 (coronavirus)
pandemic.

Due to the relatively stable growth of residential renovation expenditure, which the Canadian Hardware Stores
industry heavily depends on, downstream demand for each of the industry's segments has been reliable. However,
companies still endure rising external competition from operators in the Canadian Home Improvement Stores
industry (IBISWorld report 44411CA) and online retailers. As most products within this industry are interconnected,
including buying nails and lumber, an individual product segment is not forecast to experience a strong departure
from the norm due to the coronavirus pandemic.

HARDWARE

The hardware segment, which includes tools, plumbing and electrical
supplies, accounts for the largest share of industry revenue, at 54.6% in
2021.

This segment has experienced a slight increase because of the recent boost in housing activity. However, due to
many consumers purchasing hardware products from home improvement stores, growth was limited and this
segment has fallen overall over the five years to 2021. This segment is expected to stagnate over the five years to
2026 due to a slowdown in housing starts.

LAWN, GARDEN AND FARM SUPPLIES
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The Canadian housing sector has expanded rapidly since the beginning of
the pandemic, causing demand for the lawn, garden and farm supplies
segment to rise sharply.

As a result, industry operators increased the amount of floor space dedicated to this segment, which is estimated to
account for 11.2% of industry revenue in 2021. Nevertheless, industry operators are challenged by strong
competition in this segment from big-box stores such as the Home Depot Inc. (Home Depot), and from operators in
the Canadian Lawn and Outdoor Equipment Stores industry (44421CA), which dampen segment growth.

LUMBER AND OTHER BUILDING MATERIALS

Lumber and other building materials are anticipated to account for 9.9% of
industry revenue in 2021.

This segment includes treated lumber, boards, plywood and more. This segment has increased slightly as a share of
revenue over the past five years, despite competition from home improvement stores. Home improvement stores,
such as Rona Inc. and the Home Depot, carry a wider variety of lumber, so many contractors and consumers
choose to purchase lumber from stores such as these. This segment also competes with the Lumber and Building
Material Stores industry in Canada (44419CA).

PAINT AND SUNDRIES

The paint and sundries segment is estimated to account for 8.4% of
industry revenue in 2021.

This segment's products include interior paint, exterior paint, stains, varnishes, shellacs and other coatings, painting
equipment and other supplies. This segment has increased slightly as a share of revenue over the past five years
due to increases in renovation expenditure.

OTHER

Other merchandise includes doors and moulding, flooring, roofing,
automotive fuels and more.

This segment accounts for an estimated 15.9% of industry revenue in 2021, remaining stagnant as a share of
revenue over the past five years. Many hardware stores have started to carry specialty products such as household
goods or pet food, which are included in this segment. As hardware stores cater to more niche markets, this
segment will likely account for a greater share of revenue over the next five years.

Demand
Determinants

The quantity and value of the operators' purchases in the Canadian
Hardware Stores industry are determined by several factors, such as
home renovation activities, the cost of contractors and per capita
disposable income.

The level of renovations and additions undertaken by consumers on their own homes affects demand for products
from this industry. During periods of strong economic growth, consumers are more confident regarding their future
financial positions. Therefore, they are willing to allocate disposable income toward do-it-yourself (DIY) projects or
hiring the services of professional contractors.

The level of household disposable income affects the timing of hardware purchases. During periods of constrained
disposable income, consumers may defer purchases of hardware products or opt to purchase goods through
secondhand dealers and markets at relatively less expensive prices. Consumers may also purchase goods of lower
quality as opposed to purchasing top-of-the-line products.

For example, during economic downturns or global crises, consumers' financial stability becomes shaken, therefore
lessening demand. Early during the spread of COVID-19 (coronavirus), unemployment skyrocketed and consumer
spending dropped. Consequently, many consumers limited their spending as disposable income was temporarily
restricted. This has led to a diminishing demand for hardware products in 2020.

Demand for hardware products is also affected by the relative cost of employing the services of a tradesman. If the
relative cost is low, consumers may employ the services of a professional contractor, giving them more leisure time.
If the prices charged by tradesmen increase, fewer consumers will be able to afford this luxury. Therefore, demand
for DIY products increases.
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The availability of substitutes also affects industry demand. Industry operators sell many of the same products as
players in other industries, including home improvement stores, big-box stores, paint retailers and lumber and
outdoor equipment stores. Industry operators have experienced increasing competition from home improvement
stores over the five years to 2021, including Rona Inc. and the Home Depot Inc., a factor that is expected to
continue over the five years to 2026.

Major Markets

  CONSUMERS

Consumers make up the single-largest market that purchases goods from
Canadian the Hardware Stores industry, accounting for 55.5% of revenue
in 2021.

Consumers buy products from hardware stores to undertake work on their homes. Therefore, these purchases are
largely for private use. The quantity and quality of goods sold to consumers are affected by several variables,
including price and range of goods on offer, available income and location of hardware stores in comparison with
home improvement stores. The type of work to be undertaken will also affect purchased products; for example,
consumers may purchase lower-quality paint for a rental property they own, though they may purchase high-quality
paint for their own homes.

Consumers are divided into two segments, which include do-it-yourself (DIY) consumers and do-it-for-me (DIFM)
consumers. DIY consumers purchase the largest number of industry products and visit hardware stores for supplies,
insight and advice from employees on their new projects. DIFM consumers make up a much smaller component of
revenue, as most contractors would purchase their own material.

As a result of strong competition from home improvement stores and online retailers, this market's share of industry
revenue has decreased over the five years to 2021, driven primarily by flagging growth in residential renovation
expenditure prior to the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic. This share is expected to grow over the five years to
2026 as renovation expenditure grows at a faster rate.

CONTRACTORS

Building contractors are estimated to account for 24.3% of revenue in
2021, which has remained stagnant as a share of revenue over the past
five years.

In general, contractors purchase most of their hardware goods from home centres. These stores are larger in size
and offer an extended product range compared with hardware stores. In addition, they offer a variety of lumber and
building materials that are not generally retailed by traditional hardware stores. Contractors may choose to shop at
hardware stores instead of home centres because of specialty products offered or proximity to their workplaces. Due
to the nature of their work, contractors may purchase higher quality products than consumers, as they are able to
add a markup on the cost of undertaking a project.

OTHER

Other markets are expected to account for 20.2% of industry revenue in
2021.
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These customers include institutions such as schools and churches, as well as other businesses such as
restaurants and hotels. Other customers purchase industry products for the general repair and maintenance of their
properties. Demand from this segment has grown over the past five years, largely due to the wide variety of
consumers in the category.

Exports in this industry are    Low and Steady

Imports in this industry are    Low and Steady

As a retailing industry, the Hardware Stores industry in Canada does not import or export goods.

Business
Locations

  Similar to most retail industries across Canada, the geographical spread of establishments in the Canadian Hardware Stores
industry closely reflects the distribution of the population. Generally, more residents often results in stronger demand for industry
products. In addition, the downstream industries that purchase goods from industry operators are also typically located based on
population trends, such as professional contractors, as they work on people's homes. Overall, hardware stores in Canada are
located predominantly in Quebec and Ontario, which represent an estimated 28.4% and 33.4% of establishments, respectively, in
2021. British Columbia and Alberta account for 11.9% and 10.3% of establishments, respectively, in 2021.

Most industries and markets that use industry products are in similar regions. For example, a similar proportion of establishments
in the Canadian Homebuilders industry (IBISWorld report 23611aCA) are located in Quebec and Ontario as are within this
industry. This trend reflects how hardware stores are often located close to their selected markets. The level of industry
concentration is also relatively consistent with highly populated areas. With a population of 37.9 million people dispersed across a
large geographic area, most of the population tends to live in the southern half of Canada, which is also home to 17 of Canada's
largest cities.
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Competitive Landscape
Market Share
Concentration

Concentration in this industry is    Medium

The Hardware Stores industry in Canada has a low level of concentration, with the top three industry operators
expected to account for 16.2% of industry revenue in 2021. Other than a few major players, the industry is
dominated by numerous small-scale establishments with few employees that service narrow geographic markets.
Based on 2021 data published by Statistics Canada, 70.2% of businesses in this industry operate with fewer than 10
employees; only 0.2% of industry operators employ more than 100 people. Within the industry, most players focus
on operating in one or two regions, which prevents them from building significant market share. The only operator
with more than 5.0% market share in 2021 is Home Hardware Stores Limited (Home Hardware), accounting for
14.1%. Home Hardware operates as a cooperative, which means its stores are owner-operated. Many other smaller
cooperatives such as Ace Canada have also expanded their presence over the five years to 2021. Industry
concentration has increased marginally over the past five years, as smaller industry operators battled with larger
industry operators while nursing dull revenue growth. Slow economic growth with tepid consumer confidence during
the beginning of the current period has led to low profit for operators, therefore resulting in the closure of enterprises
and establishments. IBISWorld estimates that the number of industry operators will decline an annualized 2.9% to
1,754 companies over the five years to 2021. The number of industry enterprises is expected to continue declining
over the five years to 2026, which is expected to further concentrate revenue among the top players.

Key Success
Factors

IBISWorld identifies 250 Key Success Factors for a business. The most important for this industry are:

Having a loyal customer base:
Operators in this industry must try to create loyal customers by providing them a wide range of product offerings,
competitive pricing and quality customer service.

Proximity to key markets:
Stores need to be located in areas where there is a high volume of passing traffic to maximize exposure to potential
customers.

Having a wide and expanding product range:
Hardware stores sell a vast range of products. Since customers shop at these stores for everything needed for
home renovation and improvements, it is important for operators to have a wide range of products.

Having links with suppliers:
Hardware stores need to have established links with suppliers to buy their products at less expensive prices,
boosting their competitive edge.

Adaptability of operations to comply with social distancing protocols:
It is important that hardware stores have been able to switch their operations to online, curbside pickups and
delivery during the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic.

Strong cash reserves (If operators with supplies of cash on hand can withstand periods of
depressed demand):
Being able to withstand the drop in demand during the coronavirus pandemic because of having cash reserves has
been beneficial for hardware stores.
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Cost Structure
Benchmarks

  Profit

Industry profit, defined as earnings before interest and taxes, is
expected to account for 6.4% of revenue in 2021, stagnating over the
five years to 2021. The shift toward cooperatively owned operators
boosted profit prior to the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, but the
tough economic conditions and supply chain disruptions have resulted
in historically low profit margin, a trend from which the industry is still
recovering from. Members of a cooperative benefit from national level
buying power and other services such as marketing and branding. As a
result, these establishments typically earn higher profit than stores that
operate without a cooperative affiliation. Generally, these hardware
retailers buy their products from external wholesalers that have
markups that greatly exceed the manufacturing price of hardware tools
and equipment. Many of these establishments have exited the industry,
as both competition from cooperatives and external completion from
home centres persisted, insulating the industry from further profit
declines over the past five years.

 

  Wages

Wage costs, including payroll and benefits, are the second-largest
expense for the industry, representing 14.5% of revenue in 2021.
Companies in this industry rely heavily on employees for daily
operations, such as operating the register, answering questions for
potential customers and organizing store displays. Wages' share of
revenue has decreased from 15.9% of revenue in 2016. Due to the
heightened emphasis on customer service, average wages have
increased from $38,063 annually in 2016 to $39,824 in 2021. To
compete with large home centres, many operators have hired more
experienced workers to cultivate customer loyalty.
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  Purchases

As it is typical for retailers, purchases make up the largest operating
expense, accounting for 67.5% of industry revenue in 2021. This cost
category consists of goods purchased from vendors for resale to
consumers. Products in this category include hardware, hand and
power tools, plumbing and electrical supplies, paint, home decor and
lawn and garden goods. Most industry operators are part of
cooperatives, so purchases consist of goods purchased from the
cooperative and resold by member retailers. Purchase costs have
fluctuated slightly over the five years to 2021, resulting from price
volatility of key inputs such as steel, oil, wood and plastic.

 

  Marketing

Marketing expenses for this industry are projected to account for 1.3%
of industry revenue in 2021. Hardware stores advertise through a
variety of mediums including radio, TV and print.

 

  Depreciation

Depreciation is estimated to account for 1.4% of industry revenue in
2021. However, this cost fluctuates among operators depending on
their size and the number and type of assets involved. Items that may
depreciate include shelving, displays, cash registers and computer
scanners.

 

  Rent

Rent costs are expected to account for 2.3% of industry revenue in
2021, a share that closely mirrors the retail sector average.
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  Utilities

Utilities are expected to account for 0.9% of industry revenue in 2021.

 

  Other Costs

Other costs are expected to account for 5.6% of revenue in 2021.

 

Basis of
Competition

Competition in this industry is    High and the trend is Steady

  Operating in a saturated market, companies in the Canadian Hardware
Stores industry are exposed to high competition within the industry.

Industry operators compete with one another on factors such as location of stores, price, quality of products,
presentation and customer service.

INTERNAL COMPETITION

Price is a major basis of competition, particularly for basic low-margin
products such as paint and gardening equipment.

However, in specialized hardware products, where there is less competition, consumers are often willing to pay a
premium. Therefore, quality is also a consideration, as consumers often purchase specialist hardware equipment
based on durability and its ability to perform well in multiple projects.
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Product saturation means that many outlets retail the same product with little or no point of differentiation. Stores
focus on product range and quality of stock to stand out from the crowd. Industry players aim to carry a wide range
of products to cater to many consumer needs. Another way to attract consumers is through advertising. Retailers
often use several advertising mediums during peak periods, such as Christmas and Father's Day, to maximize their
exposure to potential buyers. Customer service offering ultimately affects the willingness of consumers to become
repeat shoppers at a particular retail store. Consumers shop where they are confident they will receive
knowledgeable and timely assistance from staff. Conversely, operators aim to be in high-traffic areas with visible
storefronts and clear signs to attract prospective consumers. Furthermore, during the COVID-19 (coronavirus)
pandemic, hardware stores that have been able to move their sales operations seamlessly to online channels have
had a competitive advantage.

EXTERNAL COMPETITION

Home improvement stores have been fighting for a greater market share
of hardware merchandise demand over the five years to 2021.

The Home Depot Inc. and Rona Inc. have increased their customer service, especially in do-it-yourself (DIY)
departments such as paint and hardware. They are also offering in-store DIY clinics for consumers to learn new
skills and be drawn into the stores. Most hardware stores cater toward smaller DIY projects. Therefore, as home
improvement stores begin to focus on these projects, customers are lured away from hardware stores.

The E-Commerce and Online Auctions industry in Canada (IBISWorld report 45411aCA) poses a growing threat to
establishments in this industry. Online retailers enable customers to compare prices across products, saving them
time and money. Additionally, product selections online tend to be larger than those in brick-and-mortar
establishments.

Barriers to
Entry

Barriers to Entry in this industry are    Low and the trend is Increasing

  In most cases, the Hardware Stores industry in Canada
has no formal or formidable barriers to entry. It is
relatively inexpensive to buy or rent space to build or
furnish a storefront. However, there several factors
specific to the industry that may affect a new operator's
ability to succeed.

Potential industry operators studying whether to enter this
industry will also likely need to consider the high level of
competition from home improvement stores and the
growing competition from online retailers. Competition
arises from the high-profile, more cost-efficient chain
stores already established in the industry. Strong market
dominance from big-box stores such as Rona Inc. and the
Home Depot Inc. that offer highly visible hardware brands
makes it difficult for new entrants to attract consumers.
Entrants may find it difficult to compete with these national
big-box stores in terms of brand awareness, product
range and price. Together, these factors make it difficult
for small operators to survive and grow.

The initial cost of establishing or purchasing a retail outlet
and the inventory associated with it can be expensive and
may be a barrier for new entrants. Prospective operators
may have difficulty securing the necessary capital to build
or purchase a new store. Additionally, industry operators
require a line of credit for the purchase of store inventory,
which can be an expensive hurdle. Moreover, retailers
need to have established relationships with key suppliers
to guarantee a consistent and reliable quality of hardware
products.

Barriers to Entry Checklist

Competition High  

Concentration Medium  

Life Cycle Stage Mature  

Technology Change Low  

Regulation & Policy Light  

Industry Assistance Low  

Industry
Globalization

Globalization in this industry is    Low and the trend is Steady

  As a retailing industry that primarily serves small and local geographic markets, the Hardware Stores industry in
Canada has a low level of globalization. Based on 2021 data published by Statistics Canada, 70.2% of businesses
in this industry operate with fewer than 10 employees. As a result, most operators do not have the capacity to
operate in more than one city or province, let alone across international borders. The industry's largest operators,
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however, are large enough to maintain a presence in other countries.

In terms of international trade, globalization has been increasing due to the influx of inexpensive hardware
merchandise imported from Asian countries. Less costly labour and less stringent regulations permit countries such
as China to manufacture goods at a lower cost. In turn, retailers buy products originating from abroad to decrease
expenditures. However, due to the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, globalized industry supply chains have
experienced disruption, resulting in low availability of some products.
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Major Companies

Major Players Home Hardware Stores Limited

Market Share: 14.1%

  Home Hardware Stores Limited (Home Hardware) traces its roots to 1964, when 122 independent Ontario hardware
retailers purchased Hollinger Hardware Limited, forming a dealer-owned hardware cooperative. The cooperative
includes an estimated 1,100 hardware stores operating under four trademark banners, which include Home
Hardware, Home Building Centre, Home Hardware Building Centre and Home Furniture. The company's Home
Hardware stores are relevant to the industry. Today, Home Hardware is headquartered in St. Jacobs, ON,
employing more than 27,000 workers. While the company is dealer-owned and does not release detailed financial
information, it is estimated that it is one of the largest hardware stores in all of North America.

In March 2014, Home Hardware entered into an agreement with FedEx Corporation (FedEx) to give individual
dealer-owners the option to host a full-service FedEx Authorized ShipCentre within their store. This alliance with
FedEx, a leader in the transportation market, is expected to generate more traffic into this major player's stores.
Since the company operates in a dealer model, individual store owners can undertake their own acquisitions.

Financial performance

Home Hardware's industry-relevant revenue is estimated to increase an annualized 3.7% to $438.6 million over the
five years to 2021. The company's revenue has risen consistently over the past five years, despite fluctuations in
downstream demand and overall industry revenue, save for 2020, when its industry-relevant revenue fell 5.0% that
year alone. This decline is attributed to the global spread of COVID-19 (coronavirus), which led to the temporary
closures of countless retailors to follow shelter-in-place orders. However, company members benefit from national-
level buying power and marketing resources. The company's operating profit is also expected to increase during the
period, as a rising number of member stores enable economies of scale. Home Hardware's industry-relevant
operating profit, defined as earnings before interest and taxes, is expected to increase an annualized 3.8% to $31.8
million over the five years to 2021.
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Home Hardware Stores Limited (industry-relevant operations) - financial performance*

Year
Revenue

($m)
Growth

(% change)
Operating Profit

($m)
Growth

(% change)
2016 366.0 N/C 26.4 N/C
2017 379.1 3.6 30.1 14.0
2018 377.6 -0.4 31.8 5.6
2019 386.2 2.3 29.1 -8.5
2020 366.7 -5.0 18.7 -35.7
2021 438.6 19.6 31.8 70.1

Source: Annual Report and IBISWorld
Note: *Estimates

Other Companies VIVACO cooperative group

  Market Share: 1.1%
  Formed in 2015 by a merger of La Coop des Appalaches and La Coop des Bois-Francs, VIVACO cooperative group

(VIVACO) has member operators in six business segments, including hardware stores. The cooperative employs
more than 850 people. The group is headquartered in Victoriaville, QC, representing five hardware store locations.
VIVACO is expected to generate $35.7 million in industry-relevant revenue in 2021. The company is expected to
experience growth in 2021 due to a boom in housing markets caused by low interest rates stemming from the
COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic; however, it is forecast to grow at a slower rate than the industry at large,
resulting in a slight reduction in market share.

Ace Hardware Corporation

  Market Share: 1.0%
  Formed as a cooperative in 1924 by a group of hardware dealers in Chicago, Ace Hardware Corporation (Ace

Hardware) operates through an estimated 4,647 stores across the world, most of which are in the United States.
The company currently has an estimated 130 members operating in Canada, which make up Ace Canada. Although
revenue for Ace Hardware reflects the company's wholesale business, these changes also represent the
performance of its retail members. For example, if member stores are experiencing high demand for hardware
merchandise, they will likely order more products from the wholesale business. Store sizes average 929.0 square
metres (10,000 square feet), but they have been increasing, with new stores expected to be 1,300 square metres
(14,000 square feet). IBISWorld expects Ace Hardware to generate $29.9 million in industry-relevant revenue in
2021. While the company is forecast to grow strongly in 2021 as the coronavirus pandemic results in low interest
rates, aiding in home improvement expenditures, currency fluctuations will likely slow this expansion.
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Operating Conditions

Capital
Intensity

The level of capital intensity is    Low

  Capital expenditure for the Hardware Stores industry in
Canada comes in the form of fixtures and fittings, such as
display shelves and cash registers. Most stores have
implemented or installed point-of-sale (POS) systems over
the past decade which have increased the level of capital
expenditure in the industry. Cash registers recorded sales
prior to this technology. The introduction of POS systems
has simplified labour tasks and minimized the number of
employee mistakes. Retailers have also increased their
capital expenditures to introduce, develop and maintain
websites for online sales.

Labour represents one of the largest costs for hardware
stores. Duties undertaken by employees include customer
service, purchase processing, warehousing and display
construction and maintenance. Unlike capital costs that
vary between operators, labour costs are relatively similar
and represent an integral part of operating expenditure
across all stores. Labour costs are also a constant
expenditure. Therefore, labour costs for retailing industries
are considerably larger than capital expenditures.
IBISWorld estimates that for every $1.00 spent on wages,
$0.10 will be spent on machinery, equipment and other
capital expenses in 2021. The industry is therefore
anticipated to have a low level of capital intensity.
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Technology &
Systems

Potential Disruptive Innovation: Factors Driving Threat of Change

Level Factor Disruptive
Effect

Description

Medium Rate of
Innovation

Potential A ranked measure for the number of patents
assigned to an industry. A faster rate of new
patent additions to the industry increases the
likelihood of a disruptive innovation occurring.

High Innovation
Concentration

Likely A measure for the mix of patent classes
assigned to the industry. A greater
concentration of patents in one area increases
the likelihood of technological disruption of
incumbent operators.

High Ease of Entry Likely A qualitative measure of barriers to entry.
Fewer barriers to entry increases the
likelihood that new entrants can disrupt
incumbents by putting new technologies to
use.

Medium Rate of Entry Potential Annualized growth in the number of
enterprises in the industry, ranked against all
other industries. A greater intensity of
companies entering an industry increases the
pool of potential disruptors.

High Market
Concentration

Likely A ranked measure of the largest core market
for the industry. Concentrated core markets
present a low-end market or new market entry
point for disruptive technologies to capture
market share.

  The industry is adding new patent technologies at a rate in line with the average across all industries, which suggests a
stable addition of technology. However, the concentration of technologies is high. This creates the potential for innovation
outside the focus of industry leaders to gain traction.

The relative ease of entry is high, which can support the potential for external innovators to enter the industry with a
disruptive trajectory. Despite this, the rate of entry of new companies is in line with the national average.

The major markets for this industry are highly concentrated, which implies that the market has a focus on key customer
segments. This presents an opportunity for strategic entrance into lower-end markets or unserved markets for innovations
to take on a disruptive trajectory.

The most relevant technological disruption in the Canadian Hardware Stores
industry is the rise in e-commerce, which falls outside the scope of this
industry; refer to IBISWorld report 45411aCA for more information.

Many consumers are increasingly shopping online and purchasing industry-relevant products online, then having them
delivered to their homes or businesses. This has been a hurdle for this industry as many operators cannot provide the
breadth of product that is available at a click on the internet. This trend is expected to not only continue, but pick up speed.
Therefore, many industry operators are expected to develop an online presence with a website if they have not done so
already. Another technological disruptive force is the growing trend of selling industry-relevant products secondhand on
websites such Craigslist, Facebook Marketplace and OfferUp at a deeply discounted rate. Many of these companies also
have apps that customers can download on their smartphones for convenience when buying and selling items.

The level of technology change is    Low

  The Hardware Stores industry in Canada has experienced little technological
change over the five years to 2021, but similar to many industries in the retail
sector, it has started to adopt new technologies.
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Technological advances relevant to this industry include the use of electronic barcode scanners, automated warehouse
equipment and electronic surveillance. Electronic barcode-scanning systems enable efficient customer checkout and
returns, store-based inventory management and rapid order replenishment. Radio-frequency identification (RFID)
technology, in which products are tagged with chips that identify them when scanned, is used to make existing supply chain
processes more efficient. RFID technology assists with forecasting demand, managing inventory levels and providing a
variety of possible benefits to consumers, including faster recovery of stolen items, consumer savings stemming from
reduced operating costs and faster and more reliable product recalls.

Several industry players have updated their point-of-sale systems so that product segmentation and gross profit by product
can be monitored. This helps to enhance inventory management and monitor demand for particular products. The internet
is also gaining popularity as a mechanism for buying hardware products. However, e-commerce is included in a different
industry (IBISWorld report 45411aCA).

During the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, many industry operators have pivoted operations to have more of an online
presence. Many operators closed their stores for several months in 2020 to help curb the spread of the virus. Therefore,
many have expanded their online sales to continue operations.

Revenue
Volatility

The level of volatility is    Medium

  The Hardware Stores industry in Canada is sensitive to changes in economic
activity.

Among its key drivers is residential renovation expenditure, which affects demand for hardware products. In addition, the
number of housing starts in Canada also drives sales, as professional contractors purchase industry goods to construct
new houses. Lastly, revenue depends on competition from home improvement stores. Since these retailers offer similar
products, increased sales of hardware tools from home improvement stores will likely lead to leakage of revenue from this
industry.

Fluctuations in the construction sector over the five years to 2021 have led to a moderate level of revenue volatility.
Revenue is expected to grow 19.3% in 2021 alone due to an explosion in residential construction spending due to
historically low interest rates stemming from the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic. However, in 2020, revenue declined
6.7% due to declining consumer confidence, which stemmed from the pandemic. However, volatility is forecast to decline
over the five years to 2026 as the housing market cools due to climbing interest rates, resulting in slower growth.

Regulation &
Policy

The level of regulation is    Light and the trend is Steady

The Hardware Stores industry in Canada has a very low level of regulation.

However, there are some general acts that all Canadian retailers must adhere to. Industry operators must comply with the
Canada Consumer Product Safety Act (CCPSA), which was enacted in June 2011. The act requires retailers to prepare
and maintain certain documents regarding the products sold to consumers, particularly the name and location of the
supplier, to potentially track harmful or unsafe products. Additionally, the CCPSA requires retailers to ensure that the
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packaging and advertising of the products are not false, misleading or deceptive in respect to its safety.

Since hardware stores employ workers, industry operators must also adhere to Canadian labour laws. The Canada Labour
Code, Canadian Centre for Occupational Health and Safety Act and the Fair Wages and Hours of Labour Act are some of
the acts regarding labour that industry operators must comply with. Provinces and municipalities have additional labour
regulations that retailers must comply with as well.

To combat the spread of COVID-19 (coronavirus), many provincial governments have released orders for social distancing
and shelter-in-place protocols. These include the ordered closure or minimal operations of nonessential businesses. Other
provinces and territories have taken different steps by either releasing the lists of essential businesses but not mandating
the closure of nonessential businesses or permitting nonessential businesses to stay open as long as they follow health
recommendations. What is considered essential and nonessential differs between the provinces. Consequently, many
operators are offering curbside pickups or delivery. Others have increased their online presence and have closed their
stores. This is due to lack of demand because of social distancing orders and fear of the spread of coronavirus.
Furthermore, many operators are considering the health of their employees by requiring masks to be worn by both
employees and customers when inside stores.

Industry
Assistance

The level of industry assistance is    Low and the trend is Steady

The Hardware Stores industry in Canada does not receive any direct
assistance from federal, provincial or municipal governments.

While some tariff rates pertain to certain hardware products, such as an 8.0% tariff on many tools and appliances that the
industry retails, this factor is of little significance at the retail level, since operators purchase goods from importers and
wholesalers after the tariff has been applied. While direct government assistance is not provided, industry operators benefit
indirectly when contractors purchase products at hardware stores to complete a government contract. Furthermore,
operators benefit from relevant industry associations, such as the North American Retail Hardware Association, which
provide workshops on new products and training courses, as well as organize conferences for operators in the industry.

In response to the spread of COVID-19 (coronavirus), the Government of Canada released a COVID-19 Economic
Response Plan to support Canadians and businesses enduring economic hardships due to the pandemic. The government
announced support for small businesses including new measures that help businesses stay open and their workers
employed. Included in these measures are expanding the Canada Emergency Business Account to businesses that paid
between $20,000 and $1.5 million in payroll in 2019. The program was previously available to businesses with payrolls
between $50,000 and $1.0 million. Second, the government intends to premiere the Canada Emergency Commercial Rent
Assistance program for small businesses. The program is expected to provide loans to commercial property owners that, in
turn, will lower or forgo the rent of small businesses for the months of April, May and June. The government would have to
collaborate with provinces to introduce the program. The Canada Emergency Wage Subsidy will also support up to 75.0%
of an employee's wages, up to $847.00 weekly, for employers that experienced a decrease in gross revenues of at least
15.0% in March and 30.0% in both April and May. That program will be in place until at least March 13, 2022.
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Key Statistics
Industry Data

Year
Revenue

($m)
IVA

($m)
Establishments

(Units)
Enterprises

(Units)
Employment

(Units)
Exports

($m)
Imports

($m)
Wages

($m)

Domestic
Demand

($m)

Residential
renovation

expenditure
($m)

2012 3,089 732 2,489 2,274 13,645 N/A N/A 506 N/A 45.9
2013 2,760 655 2,364 2,209 12,321 N/A N/A 441 N/A 46.7
2014 2,773 645 2,320 2,147 12,562 N/A N/A 440 N/A 48.4
2015 2,920 682 2,317 2,094 11,717 N/A N/A 448 N/A 49.1
2016 2,960 699 2,224 2,037 12,340 N/A N/A 470 N/A 50.6
2017 2,930 705 2,125 1,983 12,529 N/A N/A 460 N/A 52.3
2018 2,805 672 2,043 1,922 10,755 N/A N/A 424 N/A 53.2
2019 2,795 648 1,990 1,850 10,712 N/A N/A 422 N/A 52.9
2020 2,607 553 1,955 1,791 10,174 N/A N/A 399 N/A 49.7
2021 3,110 693 1,950 1,754 11,297 N/A N/A 450 N/A 56.8
2022 3,105 690 1,920 1,724 11,222 N/A N/A 447 N/A 60.5
2023 3,117 692 1,893 1,697 11,209 N/A N/A 447 N/A 61.7
2024 3,172 702 1,880 1,683 11,289 N/A N/A 451 N/A 63.1
2025 3,222 712 1,873 1,673 11,360 N/A N/A 455 N/A 64.5
2026 3,271 722 1,870 1,668 11,478 N/A N/A 460 N/A 65.9

Annual Change

Year
Revenue

(%)
IVA
(%)

Establishments
(%)

Enterprises
(%)

Employment
(%)

Exports
(%)

Imports
(%)

Wages
(%)

Domestic
Demand

(%)

Residential
renovation

expenditure
(%)

2012 -17.3 -15.5 -2.74 -2.83 -8.91 N/A N/A -9.57 N/A 1.11
2013 -10.7 -10.6 -5.03 -2.86 -9.71 N/A N/A -12.9 N/A 1.71
2014 0.47 -1.43 -1.87 -2.81 1.95 N/A N/A -0.10 N/A 3.73
2015 5.30 5.67 -0.13 -2.47 -6.73 N/A N/A 1.68 N/A 1.36
2016 1.37 2.58 -4.02 -2.73 5.31 N/A N/A 4.96 N/A 3.12
2017 -1.04 0.85 -4.46 -2.66 1.53 N/A N/A -2.18 N/A 3.29
2018 -4.25 -4.68 -3.86 -3.08 -14.2 N/A N/A -7.77 N/A 1.64
2019 -0.38 -3.63 -2.60 -3.75 -0.40 N/A N/A -0.48 N/A -0.42
2020 -6.73 -14.7 -1.76 -3.19 -5.03 N/A N/A -5.36 N/A -6.01
2021 19.3 25.2 -0.26 -2.07 11.0 N/A N/A 12.7 N/A 14.2
2022 -0.19 -0.35 -1.54 -1.72 -0.67 N/A N/A -0.56 N/A 6.53
2023 0.38 0.26 -1.41 -1.57 -0.12 N/A N/A -0.03 N/A 1.94
2024 1.78 1.51 -0.69 -0.83 0.71 N/A N/A 0.91 N/A 2.32
2025 1.58 1.33 -0.38 -0.60 0.62 N/A N/A 0.81 N/A 2.23
2026 1.49 1.36 -0.17 -0.30 1.03 N/A N/A 1.14 N/A 2.09

Key Ratios

Year
IVA/Revenue

(%)

Imports/
Demand

(%)

Exports/
Revenue

(%)

Revenue per
Employee

($'000)

Wages/
Revenue

(%)

Employees per
estab.
(Units) Average Wage  ($)

2012 23.7 N/A N/A 226 16.4 5.48 37,061
2013 23.7 N/A N/A 224 16.0 5.21 35,752
2014 23.3 N/A N/A 221 15.9 5.41 35,034
2015 23.3 N/A N/A 249 15.3 5.06 38,192
2016 23.6 N/A N/A 240 15.9 5.55 38,063
2017 24.1 N/A N/A 234 15.7 5.90 36,675
2018 24.0 N/A N/A 261 15.1 5.26 39,405
2019 23.2 N/A N/A 261 15.1 5.38 39,376
2020 21.2 N/A N/A 256 15.3 5.20 39,237
2021 22.3 N/A N/A 275 14.5 5.79 39,825
2022 22.2 N/A N/A 277 14.4 5.84 39,868
2023 22.2 N/A N/A 278 14.4 5.92 39,905
2024 22.1 N/A N/A 281 14.2 6.00 39,986
2025 22.1 N/A N/A 284 14.1 6.07 40,062
2026 22.1 N/A N/A 285 14.1 6.14 40,103

Figures are inflation adjusted to 2021
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Additional Resources
Additional
Resources

Statistics Canada
http://www.statcan.gc.ca

North American Retail Hardware Association
http://www.nrha.org

National Association of Home Builders
http://www.nahb.org

Hardware Retailing
http://www.hardwareretailing.com

Industry Jargon BIG-BOX STORE
A retail store that is differentiated by its sheer size and large range of products, including electronics, households
goods and other consumer products.

DO-IT-FOR-ME (DIFM)
A category of customers who typically purchase materials themselves and hire third parties or professionals to
complete the projects.

DO-IT-YOURSELF (DIY)
A category of customers who complete tasks and projects on their own that would generally be outsourced to a
business or service provider, such as home renovations and wedding planning.

Glossary BARRIERS TO ENTRY
High barriers to entry mean that new companies struggle to enter an industry, while low barriers mean it is easy for
new companies to enter an industry.

CAPITAL INTENSITY
Compares the amount of money spent on capital (plant, machinery and equipment) with that spent on labour.
IBISWorld uses the ratio of depreciation to wages as a proxy for capital intensity. High capital intensity is more than
$0.333 of capital to $1 of labour; medium is $0.125 to $0.333 of capital to $1 of labour; low is less than $0.125 of
capital for every $1 of labour.

CONSTANT PRICES
The dollar figures in the Key Statistics table, including forecasts, are adjusted for inflation using the current year (i.e.
year published) as the base year. This removes the impact of changes in the purchasing power of the dollar, leaving
only the "real" growth or decline in industry metrics. The inflation adjustments in IBISWorld’s reports are made using
Statistics Canada's implicit GDP price deflator.

DOMESTIC DEMAND
Spending on industry goods and services within Canada, regardless of their country of origin. It is derived by adding
imports to industry revenue, and then subtracting exports.

EMPLOYMENT
The number of permanent, part-time, temporary and casual employees, working proprietors, partners, managers
and executives within the industry.

ENTERPRISE
A division that is separately managed and keeps management accounts. Each enterprise consists of one or more
establishments that are under common ownership or control.

ESTABLISHMENT
The smallest type of accounting unit within an enterprise, an establishment is a single physical location where
business is conducted or where services or industrial operations are performed. Multiple establishments under
common control make up an enterprise.

EXPORTS
Total value of industry goods and services sold by Canadian companies to customers abroad.

IMPORTS
Total value of industry goods and services brought in from foreign countries to be sold in Canada.

INDUSTRY CONCENTRATION
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An indicator of the dominance of the top four players in an industry. Concentration is considered high if the top
players account for more than 70% of industry revenue. Medium is 40% to 70% of industry revenue. Low is less
than 40%.

INDUSTRY REVENUE
The total sales of industry goods and services (exclusive of excise and sales tax); subsidies on production; all other
operating income from outside the firm (such as commission income, repair and service income, and rent, leasing
and hiring income); and capital work done by rental or lease. Receipts from interest royalties, dividends and the sale
of fixed tangible assets are excluded.

INDUSTRY VALUE ADDED
The market value of goods and services produced by the industry minus the cost of goods and services used in
production. IVA is also described as the industry's contribution to GDP, or profit plus wages and depreciation.

INTERNATIONAL TRADE
The level of international trade is determined by ratios of exports to revenue and imports to domestic demand. For
exports/revenue: low is less than 5%; medium is 5% to 20%; and high is more than 20%. Imports/domestic demand:
low is less than 5%; medium is 5% to 35%; and high is more than 35%.

LIFE CYCLE
All industries go through periods of growth, maturity and decline. IBISWorld determines an industry's life cycle by
considering its growth rate (measured by IVA) compared with GDP; the growth rate of the number of establishments;
the amount of change the industry's products are undergoing; the rate of technological change; and the level of
customer acceptance of industry products and services.

NONEMPLOYING ESTABLISHMENT
Businesses with no paid employment or payroll, also known as nonemployers. These are mostly set up by self-
employed individuals.

PROFIT
IBISWorld uses earnings before interest and tax (EBIT) as an indicator of a company’s profitability. It is calculated as
revenue minus expenses, excluding interest and tax.

REGIONS
Prairies | AB, SK, MB
Atlantic | NB, NS, PE, NL
Territories | YT, NT, NU

VOLATILITY
The level of volatility is determined by averaging the absolute change in revenue in each of the past five years.
Volatility levels: very high is more than ±20%; high volatility is ±10% to ±20%; moderate volatility is ±3% to ±10%;
and low volatility is less than ±3%.

WAGES
The gross total wages and salaries of all employees in the industry.



IBISWorld helps you find the industry
information you need – fast.

With our trusted research covering thousands of global industries, you’ll get a quick and intelligent
overview of any industry so you can get up to speed in minutes. In every report, you’ll find
actionable insights, comprehensive data and in-depth analysis to help you make smarter, faster
business decisions. If you’re not yet a member of IBISWorld, contact us at 1-800-330-3772 or
info@ibisworld.com to learn more.

DISCLAIMER
This product has been supplied by IBISWorld Inc. (‘IBISWorld’) solely for use by its authorized licenses strictly in
accordance with their license agreements with IBISWorld. IBISWorld makes no representation to any other person
with regard to the completeness or accuracy of the data or information contained herein, and it accepts no
responsibility and disclaims all liability (save for liability which cannot be lawfully disclaimed) for loss or damage
whatsoever suffered or incurred by any other person resulting from the use of, or reliance upon, the data or
information contained herein. Copyright in this publication is owned by IBISWorld Inc. The publication is sold on
the basis that the purchaser agrees not to copy the material contained within it for other than the purchasers own
purposes. In the event that the purchaser uses or quotes from the material in this publication – in papers, reports,
or opinions prepared for any other person – it is agreed that it will be sourced to: IBISWorld Inc.

Copyright 2022 IBISWorld Inc.
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